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2016 GHFA CUP
There is no fee for entering a team in the GHFA Cup but teams forfeiting once the draw for round 1 is
complete will be subject to the normal GHFA forfeit fee.


The winning team will receive a cheque for $1,000.00, the Perpetual Trophy and all players
will receive medals.



The runners up will receive a cheque for $500.00 and players will receive medals.



The losing semi-finalists will both receive a cheque for $250.00.

Eligibility
Team registrations close on 18th March 2016 so it is important that any team drawn for games prior
to that date will need to have their players registered with the Association before they can compete.
No suspended player is permitted to play in any Cup game. A player may serve a suspension in a
Cup game as long as they are registered with the Association prior to any such game being played by
their team.
Any player sent off in a Cup game must serve his suspension in the next game played by his team,
whether this is a Competition game or a Cup game.
Yellow cards issued in Cup games remain within that competition and do not add to normal
competition yellow cards. However if a player receives three (3) yellow cards in a GHFA Cup game
then that player will receive a one (1) match suspension which will be notified to the player’s Club as
soon as GHFA has received the third card from GHFRA.
Rules
Normal Laws of the Game shall apply, except that:
All games shall be 45 x 45 minutes with a 5 minute half time. If no result is obtained by the end of
the 90 minutes then a further 5 x 5 minutes extra time will be played with the first team scoring in
extra time being declared the winner. If at the end of the extra time there is no winner then a
penalty shootout will occur.
Teams will be notified as soon as possible of the date of their game following the draw for any
particular round.
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Rules For Final
The game will be played under the normal Laws of the Game with stoppage/injury time being played.
If there is no winner at the end of full time then 10 minutes x 10 minutes extra time will be played
with the first team scoring in extra time being declared the winner.
If there is still no winner at the end of extra time, then a penalty shootout will take place to
determine the winner.

***********************************
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